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Introduction. 
The interest to the development of methods of irradiation with high 

energy charge particles (HECP) manifested itself in full measure in 
early 1970 and was caused first of all both by the problem of radiation 
material swelling and development of a new trend of researche.s of 
thermonuclear materials science. 

One of the deterrent of scientifically justified and effective use of 
material irradiation with HECP in solving both fundamental prob
lems of radiation physics and applied ones of thermonuclear materials 
science was the absence of solving the complicated tasks of irradia
tion procedure with accounting the specific peculiarities of forming 
the energy profiles of radiation damage and ion alloying. 

In this connection the determining conditions providing the pos
sibility of using the controlled HECP irradiation for solving the wide 
complex of scientific applied problems of radiation physics and ther
monuclear materials science are the elaboration of the following meth
ods: radiation dosimetry, solid samples of ion alloying uniform in vol
ume, space formation in samples of energy damage profiles and ion 
alloying for their further studying both with the help of transmission 
electron microscopy and wide complex of physico-mechanical methods 
of investigation. 

At present new systematic methods of sample irradiation with 
HECP performed at the FLNR accelerators (JINR) are described. 

Radiation dosimetry. 
Radiation dosimetry refers to the main parameters determining 

the reliability and reproducibility of the results obtained under the 
influence on the objects of charged particles accelerated at cyclotron. 
In this case due to specific properties of charged particle beam con
nected with its space inhomogeneity one needs the measurement of 
density distribution of particle flux over the surface of the irradiated 
sample. Because of instability of a beam with time and space it is very 
difficult to perform the precision dosimetry "in situ;'. In practice the 
methods of post-irradiation dosimetry are often used, in particular the 
method of photometry of autoradiography from the irradiated sample 
and also the method of induced radioactivity of the monitor-material. 
For the last method there was proposed the way of using the multi
isotope monitor-material in order to unify it in the wide range of the 
HECP energies [1]. For o:-particles with energies in the range from 



20 to 50 MeV which are widely applied in solving the problems of 
radiation resistance of structural materials for TNR we have justified 
and propose to use the multiisotope molybdenum for monitor. It has 
been found experimentally that isotope 97Ru has the most activity in 
molybdenum slightly depending on a-particle energy in the range of 
20-50 MeV. In Fig.1 there is illustrated the dependence of production 
cross section of 97Ru of a-particle energy in natural molybdenum. One 
should note that a multiisotope natural molybdenum has a combina
tion of properties which are necessary for creating the unified monitor 
for a-particles: it is convenient in performing the measurements with 
radioactive isotope 97Ru {half-life is 2,89 days), constant in the wide 
energy range of a-particles with high sensitivity, high melting, cheap 
and can be used many times. 

Uniform ion alloying of solid samples. 
One of the main advantages of HECP is the capability to penetrate 

into the objects at great depths (tens or hundreds µm). However, the 
peculiarities of physics of damage and alloying of HECP do not provide 
the conditions of the uniform distribution of radiation defects and ion 
accumulation along the way of particle motion iri the sample without 
resorting to specific modification of the irradiation procedure. 

It is known that ions falling on the sample stick at the end of 
their motion i~ so-called straggling zone the width of which is some 
percents of the length of the projective particle range in material. To 
obtain the uniform sample alloying with thickness less than or equal to 
the length of the projective range one should provide the conditions 
for straggling zone to move in the irradiated sample changing the 
length range of the projectiles in sample material. More often a set 
of thin absorbing foils [2] or absorbing filters with' varying thickness, 
e.g. in the form of a wedge [3], is applied. These methods have a 
disadvantage - preparation of absorbing filters is a time-consuming 
task. 

In the present paper three methods of HECP irradiation simple 
in practice are described. They provide conditions for forming the 
uniform volume concentration of implanted ions in solid samples. 

The basis for the first method is the fulfilment of the condition 
for bilateral irradiation of a plane sample when it constantly rotates 
in the flux of projectiles [4]. In this case the necessary conditions for 
forming the uniform volume concentration of implanted ions are: 
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- the thickness of the irradiated sample should be less than or equal 
to the projective ion range of the given energy in material; 

- the uniformity of particle flux in cross section of the beam falling 
on a sample; 

- the size of ion beam should be more than or equal to the square 
of the irradiated sample. 

The basis for the second method of the uniform ion alloying is the 
use of free air as a filter with the varying absorbing capability due 
to reciprocating motion of the irradiated sample along the ion beam 
extracted into the atmosphere [5]. The depth of the ion penetration 
into a sample depends on the energy of incoming ions which in its 
turn is determined by their path length through the air. In this case, 
except straggling zone, the linear connection takes place between the 
particle range through the air and in the sample material under the 
condition of its uniform motion in the particle flux extracted e.g. into 
the atmosphere. 

The third method of forming· the uniform concentration of im
planted ions in solid sample excludes the time-consuming process of 
preparing the absorbing filters of the varying thickness in the form of a 
wedge. It involves the object irradiation through the absorbing filter, 
as a foil curved by the parabolic law, moving along its bombarding 
surface. Parabolic foil curvature meets the requirements for obtaining 
the linear dependence of changing the thickness of absorbing filter. 
Varying the foil thickness one can change the alloying depth. 

The first method is the most effective under irradiation of a large 
quantity of samples,. e.g. for mechanical tests, the second one - for 
irradiation in different gaseous media, and the third one - for reaching 
high concentrations of implanted ions under controlled thermal and 
deformation conditions. 

Method of changing space disposition of ion alloying pro
files. 

It is known that under irradiation of a plane sample with the ac
celerated ion beam falling perpendicular its bombarding surface, at a 
depth equal to the projective particle range (Rp) the region of the ion 
alloying is formed. The size of this region {2~11 ) is determined by so- · 
called longitudinal particle straggling, and the profile of concentration 
of implanted ions is approximated in it by the Gaussian distribution 
function. 
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High gradients both damage rates and concentration of alloying 
ions influence upon the of radiation-induced defect structure forma
tion behavior at the end of particle range providing the mobility of 
radiation defects and implanted ions. 

In connection with the above it is of scientific and practical interest 
to study of the formation processes of the profiles of radiation damage 
and ion alloying under such nonequilibrium conditions of the defect 
formation. 

For these purposes both the indirect ( e.g. Rutherford scattering) 
and direct ( transmission electron microscopy (TEM)) methods are 
widely used. However their use, especially under object irradiation 
with high energy ions, has experimental limitations connected both 
with a great attitude depth of the doped region in a sample and with 
impossibility for most materials to prepare the TEM-objects following 
by so-called "cross section" method [6]. 

In the present work a new method of irradiation revealing limitless 
possibilities of its application in;simultaneous studying of structural 
changes in TEM in the region of high energy ion alloying of any ma
terials is discussed. 

The basis for the proposed method is the plane sample irradiation 
,with high energy particles through absorbing filter of cylindrical shape 
[7] which provides the conditions for forming cross section profile of 
ion alloying in ·a sample volume (Fig.2). 

Upon irradiation, using the usual method of preparing thin foil 
with thickness· 8 parallel to the bombarding surface one can obtain 
the TEM-objects from any depth of a sample, involving sections with 
the unirradiated region (A), zone of the ion alloying (B) and region 
with the known energy profile of radiation damage (C). 

Experimental test for performing the given method in practice was 
realized at macroscopical and microscopical levels. In the first case the 
copper plate was irradiated with a-particles with the energy of 50 MeV 
through the absorbing filters in the form of copper wires 230 µm in 
diameter. The last case was chosen less than the projective range of 
a-particles (360 µm) with the aim of forming the whole alloying profile 
in the sample volume. Upon irradiation the sample was annealed at 
temperature 750°C. In Fig.3 the macrostructure of the copper sam
ple on the surface parallel to the flux of bombarding a-particles is 
presented.· The analysis of alloying profiles manifesting in the form 
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of sample regions filled with helium pores allows to distinguish two 
cases. First, the size of the alloying region formed with the help of 
longitudinal straggling of a-particles is 2,5-3 times less than the al
loying region formed by cross straggling. In this case the width of the 
latter practically doesn't change towards particle migration in a sam
ple. Secondly, the size of pores and their concentration in the alloying 
region formed by longitudinal straggling decreases with increasing the 
depth in a sample. 

The exact determination of the function of volume distribution of 
the ion concentration in the alloying region in terms of the longitudinal 
and cross straggling is of a difficult problem. To a first approximation, 
using the TRIM-90 program one can show the function of distribution 
in two-dimensional case as: 

4> 1{ [ (x0 -R1.-x)
2

] 
P[x, z/x0 , t(x0 )] = 21r.6.ll.6.1. · 2 exp - 2.6.i + 

[ 
(x 0 + R1. - x)

2
]}. [ (t(xo) + R11 - z)

2
] -+ exp - 2.6. 2 exp 2.6. 2 , 

1. II 

where <I> - a particle flux, x, z -· a coordinates of the point in a sample, 
x0 - a coordinate of particle entrance in a sample, t(x0 ) - a function 
describing the change of thickness of the absorbing filter, .6.11 and .6.1. 
- longitudinal and cross straggling, respectively, R11 and R1. - longi
tudinal and cross range particles, respectively. In the case of using 
the filter of cylindrical shape with diameter D its thickness towards 

x changes according to the law t(x) = 2 · j2Dx - x5. For· a-particles 
with energy of 50 MeV the longitudinal projective range in the copper 
is 360 µm (.6.11=9,6 µm and .6.1.=22,3 µm) this is saticfactory agrees 
with experimental data. Let's note that in the last case one can take 
into account both helium pore diffusion and gas sweeling of the alloy
ing region. 

In the Fig.4 there is presented an example of experimental real
ization of the proposed method of irradiation for simultaneous ob
servation of structural changes in· TEM in the energy damage profile 
and ion molybdenum alloying under neon ion irradiation with the ini
tial energy equal to 113 MeV. In Fig.4a the defect area in which the 
damage in the form of dislocation loops changes in accordance with 
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changing the neon ion energy from 80 to O MeV is illustrated.The 
general picture of structural changes along the concentration profile 
of the alloying molybdenum (region B, see Fig.2) upon annealing at 
1100°C is given in Fig.4b. One can see from the unirradiated sample 
section (region A, see Fig.2) that the distribution of dislocation loops 
on size and concentration has a asymmetric character: the average 
size and quantity of dislocation loops is more. and less, respectively, 
to our opinion this is due to the relative shifts of the damage profiles 
and ion alloying in it. 

Thus, in order to obtain the information on radiation-induced or 
stimulated structural changes along the profiles of radiation damage 
and ion alloying in any material under high energy ion irradiation 
( 2'. l Me V /nucleon) without invoking the very complicated so-called 
"cross section" methods there has been proposed a simple practical 
method of forming the longitudinal damage profiles by ion irradiating 
the plane samples through the absorbing filters of cylindrical share. 

Changing the size (diameter, length) and geometrical forms of 
cylindrical filter in the object plane one can obtain ion alloying zones, 
arbitrary in size and shapes, in its volume, this method can be used 
with another purposes in technology of different regions employing the 
ion material modification. 

Formation of the energy damage profiles and ion alloying 
on the bombarded surface. 

Because of very small sizes of the ion alloying zone,. even for ions 
with the energy of some tens MeV studing the radia,tion effects at the 
end of their range in so-called straggling zone with the use of the ma
jority of classic methods of measuring physico-mechanical properties 
is practically impossible. This is due to the fact that straggling zone 
size is many times smaller than that of sounding section. 

In this connection there exists an actual problem associated with 
the development of such irradiation method which would satisfy the 
conditions of forming the radiation damage profiles and alloying along 
the bombarded surface to the scale essentially exceeding such a lever 
in depth. 

The main point of the proposed method lies in the fact that the 
studied object (foil or plate) is irradiated .with HECP through the 
absorbing filter in the form of foil curved accordi_ng to the given law 
[8]. The thickness of absorbing foil and the profile of its curvature are 
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chosen from the conditions of the initial energy of projectiles and from 
the required law of their energy distribution on the irradiated sample 
surface. 

The thickness of foil from which the absorbing filter is prepared 
is chosen from the condition of forming the damage profile on the 
sample surface formed within the given range of projectile energies. 
For example in order to form the damage profile changing on the 
sample surface because of the falling ion energy in the range from 
0 to Emax (where Emax should correspond to the initial ion energy 
as close as possible to E0 , i.e. Emax':::!E0 ), one has to use the foil 
with thickness by far less than the ion range in filter material Rp, e.g. 
about (0,05-0,2)Rp. If it is necessary to widen the damage zone in 
straggling region the thickness is taken somewhat less than Rp, e.g. 
(0,8-0,9)Rp. Reasonable limitation in applying the given method is 
associated with a necessary use of ions with the energy providing their 
range in a material at least of 1 µm. . 

As an illustration of the proposed method of the object irradiation 
through the cur;v:ed absorbing filter (CAF) with high energy particl~s 
in Fig.5, there are presented the calculated profiles of the damage level 
and helium concentration on the molybdenum surface, irradiated in 
vacuum through CAF (thickness 110 µm, curvature radius - 42 mm) 
with a-particles with the initial energy of 29 MeV up to fluence of 
·3.8·1020 m-2 and the results of measurement of relative change of the 
lattice parameter and the microhardness value. 

We do not, dwell on physical peculiarities of changing the lattice 
parameter and microhardness in space incr:ased straggling zone of a
particles, just note, that the number of points of measuring the lattice 
parameter and microhardness value are of some tens w~ereas under 
the usual method of irradiation one can make just one point. 

Thus, the proposed method a:t the given initial energy of bombard
ing ions allows: first, to form the energy profile of ion alloying along 
the bombarded sample surface, second, to increase space interval of 
changing their energy in the studied sample many times (hundreds 
times). This enables one to study in detail not only the regularities 
of changing one or another property of the material versus the energy 
of bombarding ions with the methods just used but to apply other 
nuclear-physical methods which are not available for these goals ear
lier also as well. 
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Fig.2. Schematic view 
of a sample irradi
ated with high energy 
(21 MeV /nucleon) ions 
through the absorb
ing filter of cylindrical 
shape. D- filter di
ameter, RP - projective 
range, .6.J_ - cross strag
gling, .6.11 - longitudi
nal straggling. Region 
A - unirradiated sample 
part, B - zone of ion al
loying, C - damage re
gion from the ions with 
a varying energy, /5 -
TEM-object thickness. 

Fig.3. Profiles of zones in the copper sample doped with helium 
upon a-particle irradiation with the energy of 50 MeV throt_1gh ab
sorbing filter of cylindrical form 0,23 mm in diameter and upon post
irradiation annealing at 750°C. (A, B and C - see Fig.2). 
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MeTOJ.11,1 o6.1}"lelllill MaTepi1aiios BblCOK0311eprern'llihi~111 (2:I M,B/Ji)'K.10i1) 
JaplllKCilllhl~llj _'laCTIIUaMli 
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High energydiarged p~ticles (HECP) with energies more than 1 MeV/nuclcon_are widely applied 
for solving a lot of fundamental problems in radiation physics of solid staie ::ind practical iasks of riuclear, 
thermonuclear and cosmic materials study as weli. The following complex of 1nethodical developmenis 
h.is been founded and realized up to practical use at cyclot~ons U-200 (JINR·, FLNR): I) ihree meiho<ls 
for vo.Jtime uniform ion alloying of thin plate ~oHd samples (plaie thickness is less. or equal to projective 
HECP range) without using absorption filters in the shape of wedge. or a set of fol is; 2) a method for 
changing spatial position of ion alloying to TE~1-examinatiori of radiation effects along energeiic profile 
of damage and ion doping in-any material; 3) a method_of multiple (hy h1111dreds of times) spaiial increase 
of energetic profile of charged particles on bombarded. sample surface: providing conditimis for; 
experimental study of radiation effects along straggling zone of HECP by practically all nuclear-physical 
meihods.· . . . . 
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